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Abstract:  
The Khmuic languages represent a branch in the north-central region of the Austroasiatic 
family. While there are several existing Khmuic bibliographies, namely, Smalley (1973), 
Proschan (1987), Preisig and Simana (n.d.), Renard (2015), and Lund University (2015), this 
paper seeks to combine, update and organize these materials into a more readily accessible 
online resource. A brief overview of Khmuic languages and their linguistic features is given. 
References are organized according to linguistic domain, with some annotations. An updated 
language index of a dozen Khmuic languages is also included.   
Keywords: Austroasiatic, Mon-Khmer, Khmuic, bibliography  
ISO 639-3 codes: bgk, kjm, xao, kjg, khf, xnh, prb, mlf, mra, tyh, pnx, prt, pry, puo 
1. Introduction 
The Ethnologue, (19th edition), lists thirteen Khmuic languages. Khmuic languages are spoken primarily in 
northern Laos, but also are found in Thailand and Vietnam. The Khmuic language family is a Sub-branch of 
the Austroasiatic linguistic family that is dispersed throughout Southeast Asia. Since the early 1970s, five 
major bibliographies on Khmuic languages have been produced. Most of these focus on Khmu, the largest 
Khmuic language group.   
Smalley (1973) wrote the first major Khmuic bibliography that gives readers a mid-twentieth century 
snapshot of Khmu. This work was an expansion of Smalley’s earlier listings of major Khmu works found in 
Outline of Khmuˀ structure (Smalley 1961a). While Smalley’s bibliography is available online, it is not 
hyperlinked for readers to access existing online articles. 
Proschan (1987) focuses mainly on Khmu. The bibliography contains a number of Khmuic 
sociolinguistic and anthropological references. Proschan also cites a number of French references. This 
bibliography is almost three decades old. 
Preisig and Simana (n.d.; probably compiled around 2005) contains mostly Khmu language learning 
materials. Simana’s works listed in the bibliography are mostly anthropological works written in Lao about 
the Khmu language. This work has not been widely distributed and is not accessible online.  
Renard and Singhanetra-Renard (2015) work is found in Mon-Khmer peoples of the Mekong region and 
contains a thirty-nine page bibliography on Khmu. This bibliography contains works on language, history, 
dictionaries, folklore, and unpublished Khmuic works. This work has not been widely distributed and is not 
accessible online.  
Lund University’s (2015) bibliography is a compilation of references on Khmu’s language and culture 
by the research group at Lund University’s Centre for Languages and Literature. Lund’s bibliography also 
contains other Khmu references that Lund staff discovered during their many years of research. This work 
focuses on Khmu linguistic and anthropological references and not the other smaller Khmuic language 
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groups. It also contains a number of reference works by Chinese. It has not been widely distributed and is not 
accessible online. 
This bibliography primarily aims to unite the five main Khmuic bibliographies into one work and to link 
readers directly to online sources. The references in this bibliography are ordered by linguistic domain. For 
example, a researcher can easily find a list of all the Khmuic dictionaries in one place, and selected 
annotations have been added to provide additional information. This work has a language index, so 
researchers can obtain an updated list of Khmuic languages. Some “non-ISO” languages are included on this 
list.1  
During the compilation of this bibliography, it became apparent that the many publications on Khmuic 
anthropology ought to be compiled into a separate, complementary resource. It is our hope that future 
researchers will be well served by this compilation which focuses primarily on linguistics.  
Figure 1: Fragment of language map (Diffloth 2001) 
 
Key: Khmuic language light blue, Palaungic dark blue, Vietic yellow.  
Controversially classified languages Khabit, Khang circled. 
2. Features and classification of Khmuic languages 
While the identification and membership of other Austroasiatic branches is largely uncontroversial, 
particularly since the pioneering lexicostatistical study of Thomas & Headley (1970), the status of Khmuic 
remains somewhat problematic, and perhaps more so in recent years. Sidwell (2009, 2014a, 2015b) provides 
lexical and phonological evidence and arguments for what we might call the dominant model; this is the 
view that the Khmu dialects, the Pramic sub-group, Mal-Thin sub-group, and Mlabri dialects, form a 
coherent branch, and this may or may not also include some additional small languages spoken on the 
northern periphery of the Khmuic area. The branch is known generally as Khmu, after Khmu (many variant 
spellings in English exist see Proschan 1997). Khmu, which is numerically and geographically dominant, 
still has maybe more than 700,000 speakers, comprising roughly 10% the population of Laos. Other 
languages within the branch are small to marginal size. At the low end, estimates of the number of Mlabri 
speakers top out at around 150 people. 
 
                                                          
1  In section five of this bibliography, there are three languages listed which do not have ISO 639-3 codes, and 
therefore these are not represented in the Ethnologue. 
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EGIDS ISO 639-3 
Codes 
Remarks 
Bit 6b Bgk Its classification has been debated. Svantesson says Bit is Palaungic, and 
Sidwell (2014a) agrees. An alternate name is Khabit. 
Kháng 8a Kjm Kháng classification is debated.  
Sidwell (2014a) reclassifies it as Palaungic. 
Khao 6a Xao Sidwell (2014a) treats it as a Khang lect. 
Khmu 5 Kjg Khmu has numerous variant spellings and dialect names. 
Khuen 6a Khf  
Kuanhua 
(Kuan) 
6a xnh Its classification has been debated, including Mangic, Palaungic or 
Khmuic. 
Mal 5 mlf  
Mlabri 8a mra  
O’du 7 tyh  
Phong-Kniang 6a pnx Its classification has been debated. 
Prai 6a prt  
Puoc 6a puo Its classification has been debated. 
 
Khmuic varieties not found in the Ethnologue 
Language 
Name 
EGIDS ISO 639-3 
Codes 
Remarks 
Kouene - - Chazee (1999). 
Nguan (Yuan) - - A subgroup of Khmu (Schliesinger 2003). Chazee (1999). Ethnologue 19th 
edition has Yuan as a dialect of Khmu. 
Pray 3  pry This “language” was retired from the ISO 639-3 registry in 2015. Details 
can be found here. 
Theen - - A variant of T’in/Thin and a cover term for Mal/Prai/Pray lects. Bradley 
(2007b); Shintani, Tadahiko (2001); and Frank Proschan (1996a). See also 
Wikipedia.  
 
The strong social position of Khmu proper means that it has exerted a substantial influence on the 
lexicon and structural features of the minor Khmuic languages, a situation that may extend to considerable 
historical depth,  perhaps well before the arrival of the Lao and establishment of Lan Xang hegemony from 
the mid-1300s. In this context, one can suggest that Khmuic is not a coherent branch, but actually a 
convergence area that subsumes members of two, three, or even more historical Austroasiatic branches 
whose identity is now difficult to unpick. This very suggestion was raised in personal communication with 
one of the co-authors (Sidwell) by Michel Ferlus in the early 2000s, and a more refined version has been 
articulated more recently by others. At the 2015 International Conference on Austroasiatic Linguistics (Siem 
Reap, July 29-31), Gerard Diffloth presented a hypothesis that Khmu and Pramic reflect separate 
Austroasiatic branches, with the latter including a number of languages considered to be Palaungic by other 
scholars. While these controversial ideas are yet to be articulated in print, it is clear that this is a dynamic 
area of research and interesting developments can be expected. Sidwell (2014a) does present a preliminary 
proto-Khmuic reconstruction, and classification based on historical phonology and in the absence of any 
other published model, we explain Sidwell's proposals here.  
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The Khmuic branch is readily distinguished by a unique sound change within AA - the loss of medial 
*h,2 e.g.: 
 
Gloss Khmu  
Cuang3 
Mlabri Mal Ksingmul Phong Other AA 
‘full/sated’ biʔ biːʔ piʔ (ʔkiɲ) kbɛːj Laven phɛʔ,  Semai baheː 
‘blood’ maːm mɛːm miam miəm miːm Laven phəːm, Chong məhaːm 
‘to fart’ puːm -- -- -- -- Laven phoːm, Chong phuːˀm 
 
The internal classification of Khmuic is indicated broadly by the reflexes of proto-Khmuic *aː1, which 
fronted and raised in various subgroups as diagrammed below: 
 
       Khmu (Cuang, Khuen, Rok, Yuan etc.) 
           *aː1 > *aː     Mlabri 
Khmuic                 > *ɛː      > *iə   Ksingmul, Mal-Pray, Thin  
            > *iː   
       Pramic (Puoc, Phong, Tai Hat, Kaniang, Then, Ơdu) 
The status of languages Khabit and Khang is not presently resolved to the extent that we can say that a 
consensus has been reached (see map above). Sidwell (2015b) presents a reconstruction of proto-Palaungic, 
and classifies Khabit and Khang as Palaungic on lexical and phonological grounds. Table 1 compiles 
indicative etymologies supporting this classification. 
Table 1: Lexical comparisons supporting Palaungic classification of Khabit, Khang  
     (loans and non-cognates bracketed) 
 Khmuic Palaungic 
 Khmu 
Cuang 
Mlabri Mal Phong Khsing-
mul 
Khabit Khang Palaung Lameet 
‘eye’ Mat Mat mat mat mat pᵊŋaːj ŋaj² ŋaj ŋaːj 
‘fire’  pʰrɨɑ ʔuːlh ʔoːh Ɂoːs (həlŋoŋ) ʨᵊŋal ŋal² ŋər ŋal 
‘sated’ biʔ biʔ piʔ kbɛːj (ʔkiɲ) sɯːk¹ siʔ² hɯʔ saːk 
‘blood’ maːm mɛːm miam miːm miəm sᵊnuə̆m nɯm² snam naːm 
‘laugh’  kʰrɑȷ̊ -- khieh krih khliə kᵊɲaʲh ɲaj¹ (jum) kǝɲaːs 
‘moon’ (moŋ) kiʔ  (thuaʔ) kiː (bluən) (ʨᵊriə̆ŋ) (khiaŋ¹) kiər kheʔ 
‘water’ (ʔom,ʔɔːk) (ɟrʌːk) (ʔɔːk) (paɁaŋ) (hɔːt) ʔoːm ʔɔm² ʔom ʔoːm 
 
Broadly speaking, Sidwell reconstructs proto-Khmuic phonology as closely approximating the system 
of Khmu Cuang (~ Khmu Uu) documented by Premsrirat (2002b) and generally recognized as a relatively 
conservative dialect, being non-tonal and preserving historical voiced obstruents (although not historical 
implosives, these were lost before proto-Khmuic). Cuang is one of the Eastern dialects, while the other 
especially well studied and documented dialect, known as Kammu-Yuan (and represented in the large 2014 
dictionary by Jan-Olof Svantesson, Kàm Ràw, Kristina Lindell and Håkan Lundström) is a Western Khmu 
dialect which has undergone phonological restructuring, including devoicing of obstruents and tonogenesis, 
more or less along the developmental path identified in Huffman's seminal paper (1985) on the historical 
typology of vowel systems in Austroasiatic.  
Other Khmuic languages have also undergone restructuring, in particular the Mal-Pray dialects. These 
show the so-called Germanic shift, with historical voiceless stops becoming aspirates, and not merging with 
                                                          
2  The reconstruction of this medial *h in protoAustroasiatic is not without controversy. Diffloth (pers. com.) has 
suggested that this segment was actually an apical fricative of somekind, and not the same phoneme as 
protoAustroasiatic *h, but specific arguments/evidence have not been articulated. 
3 Pronounced approximately [ȶɨɑŋ] or [cɨɑŋ]. 
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the devoiced historical voiced series. This shift is unusual in Austroasiatic, being found in Khasian, Pearic, 
and some Palaungic lects, and proves to be extremely valuable in confirming the historical interpretation of 
voice-onset timing values in proto-Khmuic. Otherwise, Khmuic languages are relatively conservative in their 
consonants, and changes are limited to typically trivial changes such as weakening of the oral features in 
fricatives, velars, and approximants. The Proto-Khmuic simple onsets and codas have been reconstructed as 
follows: 
Table 2: Proto-Khmuic Consonants from Sidwell & Rau (2015:290) 
 Proto-onsets   Proto-codas   
/* p t c k ʔ  /* p t c k ʔ  
 b d ɟ g4    m n ɲ ŋ   
 m n ɲ ŋ    w r, l j    
 w l  r j      s  h /  
  s   h /        
 
This consonant inventory is similar to what one finds in contemporary Eastern Khmu dialects. Notable 
is the presence of voiceless and preglottalized continuants among Khmu lects today; these generally go back 
to earlier clusters that have weakened hsitorically. Nonetheless, Khmu is still rich in initial clusters and pre-
syllables, reflecting a complex morphological system that is apparently now essentially defunct in most or all 
lects (reportedly Khabit is still morphologically richly productive, but its status as Khmuic is questioned5). 
Proto-Khmuic vocalism, on the other hand, is not so straightforward, but it does prove to be crucial for 
the present sub-grouping hypothesis. Generally, Khmuic languages have approximately the same inventory 
of vowels: a typically large Austroasiatic set with 3 degrees of height and backness, a long/short distinction, 
and several diphthongs, although the distribution of specific nuclei vary due to historical changes. The 
following Khmu Cuang inventory is somewhat representative: 
Table 3: Khmuic Cuang vowels (Premsrirat 2002:xli) 
 
/ i ɨ u  iː ɨː uː  
 e ə o  eː əː oː  
      ʌː   
 ɛ a ɔ  ɛː aː ɔ  
     iə ɨə uə / 
 
The most difficult issue for the historical vocalism is that there appear to be two distinct 
correspondences each for *aː and *a, for which the notation *aː, *aː1, *a, *a1 is proposed by Sidwell. Proto-
Khmuic *aː and *a have reflexes that are essentially unchanged across the branch, while *aː1 has 
phonologically marked reflexes. Beyond Khmu, reflexes of long *aː1 show fronted and raised vowels (and 
underlie the classification of Sidwell), and *a1 is /ɨ/ in Khmu and /ʌ/ in Mlabri but otherwise generally /a/ in 
the rest of the branch. The historical interpretation of aː, *aː1, *a, *a1 is based on two considerations: 1) there 
is no indication of other such split correspondences in the vocalism, and 2) external comparisons only 
suggest *aː and *a antecedents for these proto-phonemes. Sidwell proposes that *aː forms are Khmu loans 
that diffused across the branch, while *aː1 forms are regular developments, so pKhmuic *aː is the ultimate 
source of both *aː, *aː1. The *a-*a1 forms split within Khmu and Mlabri and yet, although the conditioning 
of the split is not clear, it must be a split since the relevant etyma consistently reflect pAA *a in external 
comparisons (c.f. Cuang nɨm ‘year’, Mlabri hnʌm, Bahnar hənam, Khmer chnam, Muong nam¹, etc.), 
consequently *a is proposed for the *a1 correspondence.  
                                                          
4  The segment *g is missing from the table at Sidwell & Rau (2015:290), this is a typo that we are happy to correct 
here. The error is entirely Sidwell's, as co-author Rau mainly contributed to the section on Munda in that chapter. 
5  Presentation by Nathan Badenoch, ICAAL6 meeting Siem Reap, July 30 2015. 
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It also appears that the Proto-Khmuic vowel inventory can be reconstructed without the central vowels ɨ, 
ɨː, ɨə (which can largely be derived from *əː, *ə). The above considerations indicate a hypothetical proto-
Khmuic vowel inventory as follows: 
 
Table 2: Proto-Khmuic Vowels from Sidwell & Rau (2015:290) 
/* i  u  iː  uː  
 e ə o  eː əː oː  
 ɛ a ɔ  ɛː aː ɔ  
     iə  uə / 
 
Presently, one can assess Sidwell's Proto-Khmuic lexicon online at the project site: 
http://sealang.net/monkhmer. Just over 700 Proto-Khmuic reconstructions are offered, plus similar numbers 
of Proto-Pray-Pram and Proto-Pramic intermediate forms.  
3. Remarks on Language Documentation   
Researchers who study the Khumic branch of Austroasiatic know that the main body of linguistic research 
has focused on Khmu. Only modest materials have been compiled for the other smaller Khmuic languages. 
4. Khmuic references by domain 
References are organized by linguistic domains as follows: 
4.1 Comparative and Historical Linguistics; 
4.2 Grammar and Discourse; 
4.3 Phonetics and Phonology; 
4.4 Dictionaries and Word Lists; 
4.5 Sociolinguistics (includes language planning, survey, ethnolinguistics.); 
4.6 Vernacular Publications; 
4.7 Language Learning Materials and Literacy Materials (includes orthography). 
4.1 Comparative and Historical Linguistics 
 
---- 2015. Bibliography. Manuscript. Lund, ms. 
This work is a seven page bibliography. This bibliography has been compiled over the years by 
researchers at Lund University who work on the Kammu Project. This work contains mostly references 
about the Khmu language and culture. 
Adams, Karen Lee. 1989. Systems of numeral classification in the Mon-Khmer, Nicobarese and Aslian 
subfamilies of Austroasiatic. Pacific Linguistics B, no. 101. Canberra: The Australian National 
University. 
Adam’s classification for Khmuic can be found on pages 32-33 in this work. Adams discusses the use 
of classifers in Khmuic on pages 130-134. 
Adams, Karen Lee. 1991a. A comparison of the numeral classifications of humans in Mon-Khmer. Mon-
Khmer Studies Journal (MKS) 21.107–129. 
http://sealang.net/sala/archives/pdf8/adams1992comparison.pdf 
Adams, Karen Lee. 1991b. The influence of non-Austroasiatic languages on numeral classification in 
Austroasiatic. Journal of the American Oriental Society (JAOS) 111.1:62–81. 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/603749  
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Alves, Mark J. 2001. Noun phrase structure in Mon-Khmer languages. Presentation Handout. Paper 
presented at the Academia Sinica, Institute of Linguistics, Taipei. 
https://www.academia.edu/12735863/Noun_Phrase_Structure_in_Mon-Khmer_Languages.  
Alves, Mark J. 2014. Mon-Khmer derivational morphology. The Oxford handbook of derivational 
morphology, ed. by Rochelle Lieber and Pavel Stekauer, 520-544. Oxford University Press. 
Alves, Mark J. 2015. Morphological functions among Mon-Khmer languages. The languages of Mainland 
Southeast Asia, ed. by N. J. Enfield and Bernard Comrier, 649:531–557. Pacific Linguistics. Berlin: 
Walter de Gruyter Inc. 
Anderson, Gregory. 2006. Mon-Khmer languages. Encyclopedia of languages and linguistics. 2nd Edition 
ed. by Keith Brown. Amsterdam: Elsevier. 
Aymé, Georges. 1930. Monographie du ve territoire militaire. [Monograph of the fifth military territory]. 
Hànội: Imprimerie d’Extrême-Orient. 
Bauer, Christian. 1998. Book review: China’s Mon-Khmer languages and the Austroasiatic language family 
by Qixiang Yan and Zhizhi Zhou. Mon-Khmer Studies Journal (MKS) 28.168–182. 
This is a book review of Qixiang Yan and Zhizhi Zhou’s work. 
Benedict, Paul K. 1976. Austro-Thai and Austroasiatic. Austroasiatic studies, ed. by Philip N. Jenner, 
Laurence C. Thompson, and Stanley Starosta, 1:1–36. Honolulu: University of Hawaii. 
Boon Chuey Srisavasdi. 1962. The hill tribes of Siam. Bangkok: Khun Aroon. 
Bradley, David. 2007a. Languages of Mainland and South-East Asia. The vanishing languages of the Pacific 
Rim. ed. by Osahito Miyaoka, Osamu Sakiyama, and Michael E. Krauss. 301–336. Oxford 
Linguistics. Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press. 
Bùi Khánh Thế. 2000a. The Phong language of the ethnic Phong which live near the Melhir Muong Pon 
Megalith in Laos. Pan-Asiatic Linguistics, 1:199–214. University of Social Sciences and Humanities 
Vietnam National University - Ho Chi Minh City: National University Ho Chi Minh City - 
University of Social Sciences & Humanities. 
In this work pages 254-277 are written in Vietnamese and titled: Tiếng “Phộng”, ngôn ngữ của một 
tộc người gần khu vực trụ dá mường pơn.  
Chamberlain, James R.; Charles Alton and Arthur G. Crisfield. 1995. Indigenous peoples profile Lao 
People’s Democratic Republic (part 1). Vientiane: Care International. 
This report was prepared for the World Bank. 
Chazée, Laurent. 1995. Atlas des ethnies et des sous-ethnies du Laos / conception, texte, cartes, dessins et 
photographies. [Atlas of ethnicities and subgroups in Laos / design, text, maps, prints and 
photographs]. Bangkok: s.n. 
Chazée, Laurent. 1999. The peoples of Laos: rural and ethnic diversities. Bangkok: White Lotus Co. Ltd. 
This book has profiles on Khmu Ou, Khmu Lu, Khmu Me, Khmu Khong, Khmu Mokplai, Kha Bit, 
Nguan, Kouene, and Yumbri. 
Chén Guóqìng. 2002. 克木语研究 [Kèmùyǔ yánjiū]. [A study of Khmu]. Beijing: Mínzú chūbǎnshè 民族出
版社. 
Chén Guóqìng. 2007. 克木语. [Kèmùyǔ’]. [Khmu]. Zhōngguóde yǔyán 中国的语言, ed. by Sūn Hóngkāi; 
Hú Zēngyì; and Huáng Xíng, 2434–2446. Beijing: 商务印书馆. [Shāngwù yìnshūguǎn]. [National 
Publishing House]. 
Damrong Tayanin. 2005. Mitt liv i Rmcùal och i Sverige. [My life in Rmcùal and in Sweden]. Kammu: om 
ett folk i Laos, ed. by Håkan Lundström and Jan-Olof Svantesson, 59–73. Lund: Lunds 
universitetshistoriska sällskap. [Lund University Historical Society]. 
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Ðặng Nghiêm Vạn. 1972. Những nhóm dân tộc thuộc ngữ hệ nam á ở tây bắc Việt Nam. [The Austroasiatic 
ethnic groups in northwestern Vietnam]. Hanoi: Social Sciences Publishing House. 
Ðặng Nghiêm Vạn. 1974. Initially understanding the history of people distribution in the mountainous areas 
of Nghe An provience. Ethnology Review 2.20–32. In Vietnamese. 
de Lajonquiere, Étienne Edmond Lunet. 1906a. Le Siam et les Siamois. Paris: Librairie Armand Colin. 
Dessaint, William Y.; and Alain Y. Dessaint. 1982. Economic system and ethnic relations in northern 
Thailand in studies of ethnic minority peoples. Contributions to southeast Asian ethnography 1.72–
85. 
Diffloth, Gérard. n.d. The Mon-Khmer family of languages: an introduction. Unpublished Manuscript. s.l. 
This work is referenced by Sidwell in Mon-Khmer Studies Journal 43 issue 1, (2014). 
Diffloth, Gérard. 1974. Austro-Asiatic languages. Encyclopedia Britannica. vol. 2. 
Diffloth, Gérard. 1975. Austro-Asiatic languages. New Encyclopedia Brittanica. s.l.: Encyclopaedia 
Britannica. 
Diffloth, Gérard. 1976a. An appraisal of Benedict’s views on Austroasiatic and Austro-Thai relations. The 
Center for Southeast Asian Studies, Kyoto University. 
Diffloth, Gérard. 1976b. Proto-Mon-Khmer final spirants. Genetic relationship, diffusion and typological 
similarities of East and Southeast Asian languages, 210–229. Tokyo: The Japan Society for the 
Promotion of Science. 
Diffloth, Gérard. 1991. Palaungic vowels in Mon-Khmer perspective. Austroasiatic languages essays in 
honour of H.L. Shorto. ed. by Jeremy H.C.S. Davidson. 13–27. London: School of Oriental and 
African Studies University of London. 
http://sealang.net/sala/archives/pdf4/diffloth1991palaungic.pdf.  
In this book section Khmu and Khmu Yuan are mentioned. 
Diffloth, Gérard. 2001. Map: watersheds and Austroasiatic languages. Unpublished. s.l., ms. 
Diffloth, Gérard; and Norman H. Zide (eds.) 1976. Austroasiatic number systems. Special issue of 
Linguistics 174. 
Diguet, E. 1908. Les montagnards du Tonkin. Paris: Auguste Challamel. 
Dournes, Jacques. 1979. Relations entre l’Austroasiatique et l’Austronesien dans la peninsule Indochinoise. 
[The relationship between Austroasiatic and Austronesian in the Indochinese peninsula]. Asie du 
Sud-Est et monde insulindien [ASEMI] 10.2-4:367–381. 
Downer, Gordon. 1989. The Tai element in Khmuʔ. Mon-Khmer Studies Journal (MKS) 18-19.44–51. 
http://sealang.net/sala/archives/pdf8/downer1989-1990tai.pdf  
Dryer, Matthew S. 2001. Mon-Khmer word order from a cross-linguistic perspective. Papers from the 
[1996] Sixth annual meeting of the Southeast Asian Linguistic Society, ed. by Karen Adams and 
Thomas J. Hudak 6:83–99. SEALS. Tempe, Arizona: Arizona State University. 
http://linguistics.buffalo.edu/people/faculty/dryer/dryer/mon.khmer.pdf. 
In this work Khmuˀ and other Mon-Khmer languages are mentioned. 
Dussault, Commandant. 1924. Les populations du Tonkin occidental et du Haut-Laos. [The peoples of the 
western Tonkin and upland Laos]. Cahiers de la Societe de Geographie de Hanoi 5.1–47. 
Évrard, Oliver. 2007. Interethnic systems and localized identities: the subgroups (tmoy) in North-West 
Laos’. Social dynamics in the highlands of Southeast Asia, ed. by François Robinne and Mandy 
Sadan, 18:127–159. Handbook of oriental studies. Section 3 Southeast Asia. Brill. 
Edmondson, Jerold A. 2010. The Kháng language of Vietnam in comparison to Ksingmul (Xinh-mun). A 
mosaic of languages and cultures: studies celebrating the career of Karl J. Franklin, ed. by Kenneth 
A. McElhanon and Ger Reesink. SIL e-Books 19. Dallas: SIL International. 




Embree, John F.; and William L. Thomas Jr. 1950. Ethnic groups of northern Southeast Asia. New Haven: 
Yale University. 
Enfield, Nick J. 2013. Linguistic epidemiology: semantics and grammar of language contact in mainland 
Southeast Asia. London and New York: Routledge. 
Ferlus, Michel. 1974a. Délimitation des groups linguistiques Austroasiatiques dans le centre Indochinos 
delimitation of Austro-Asiatic linguistic groups in the center of Indo-China. [Determining the 
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Mission Pavie Indo-chine: Geographie et voyages. Paris: Ernest Leroux. 
Pavie, Auguste. 1911. Passage du Me-khong au Tonkin. [Crossing from the Mekong to the Tonkin]. vol. 6. 
Mission Pavie Indo-chine: Geographie et voyages. Paris: Ernest Leroux. 
Pram, U.Y.; Bui Khanh The; and U.V. Poderezskaya. 1990.  Материалы советско-вьетнамской 
лингвистической экспедиции 1979 года - язык Ксингмул. [Materialy covjetsko-bjetnamskoj 
lingvisticheskoj ekspeditsij 1979 goda – jazyk ksingmul]. [Materials from the 1979 Soviet-
Vietnamese linguistic expedition – Ksingmul language]. Moscow: Nauka. 
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Superintendent, Government Printing. http://www.burmalibrary.org/docs07/Scott_1-2-red.pdf.  
Schliesinger, Joachim. 1998. Hill tribes of Vietnam. vol. 2. 2 vols. Bangkok: White Lotus Co. Ltd. 
This book contains several people group profiles: Xinh Mun pages 43-46,Khmu pages 33-34, and 
O’du pages 51-52. 
Schliesinger, Joachim. 2000. Ethnic groups of Thailand non-Tai-speaking peoples. Bangkok: White Lotus 
Co. Ltd. 
Schliesinger, Joachim. 2003. Ethnic groups of Laos. 2 vols. Bangkok: White Lotus Press. 
This book contains profiles on Khmu, Htin, Xinh mun, Khang, O Du, and Mlabri.  
Schrock, Joann L.; Irene Crowe; Marilou Fromme; Dennis E. Gosier; Virginia S. McKenzie; Raymond W. 
Myers; and Patricia L. Stegeman. 1970. Minority groups in Thailand. vol. 2. 3 vols. Ethnographic 
study series. Washington D.C.: Department of the Army. 
In this book chapter 8 focuses on the Khmu. 
Seidenfaden, Erik. 1926-1927. The Khā Tong Lu’ang. Journal of Siam Society 20.1:41–48. 
http://www.siamese-heritage.org/jsspdf/1921/JSS_020_1d_Seidenfaden_KhaTongLuang.pdf 
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Suksavang Simana. 1993. ຊາວເຜ່ົາຊະມຸ. [Saav phaav Kmhmu]. [The Khmu ethnic tribe]. Sangha. 
Sangha vol. 8 focuses on the Khmu see pages 17-21. 
Suksavang Simana; and Elisabeth Preisig. 2006. Rice based traditions and rituals of the Kmhmu’. Rice in 
Laos, ed. by J.M Schiller, M.B. Chanphengxay, B. Linquist, and S. Appa Rao, 79–106. Manila: 
International Rice Research Institute. 
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Surin Pookajorn. 1992. The Phi Tong Luang (Mlabri): A hunter-gatherer group in Thailand. Bangkok: 
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Suriya Ratanakul. 1984. Lawa Lae Lua? [Lawa and Lua]. Journal of Language and Culture 4:1.56–78. 
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Sahadhammika Co, Ltd. In Thai. 
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University. 
Young, Gordon. 1974. The hill tribes of northern Thailand (a socio-ethnological report). 5th Edition. 
Bangkok: Siam Society.  
In this book pages 61-73 cover the following groups: Khmu, Htin, Kha Haw, and Mrabri. According 
to this book, Htin and Kha Haw are languages related to Wa. Htin has been classified under Mal, a Khmuic 
language.  
Zhāng Níng. 2011. 克木语使用状况调查研究. [Kèmùyǔ shǐyòng zhuàngkuàng diàochá yánjiū].  
[Investigation of the usage situation of the Kammu language]. 云南民族大学学报 (哲学社会科学
版). [Yúnnán mínzú dàxué xuébào (zhéxué shèhuì kēxuébǎn)]. [Yunnan University Nationalities 
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----. n.d. Lectionary. s.l.: s.n. 
This is a three year Lectionary in Khmu’. It contains Old Testament and New Testament selections 
and is written in Roman script. It is 504 pages in length. It is available at the DTL. 
----. 1984. Rwaq Pra’ Yésu vér gaay caak hrlo’ haan. [Easter Story]. Alès, France: s.n. 
It is available at the DTL. 
----. 1985. Pra’ Khamphi Hrlo’ Kmhmu. Trial computer printout. Switzerland: s.n. 
This work is Bible selections from the Old and New Testaments written in Khmu’. It is available at 
the DTL. 
----. 2002. Phra’ Tham Yôna. [Jonah]. Test Edition. Chiang Mai. 
This Scripture is written in Khmu, and is available at the DTL. The Applied Linguistics Training 
Program at the Linguistics Department, (Payap University), was the workshop sponsor for this title. 
----. 2002. Pwm hian aan hrlo’ kmhmu’ Ya Pa’ thôm Nwm môôy. Test Edition. s.l.: s.n. 
This work is short stories written in Khmu, and it is available at the DTL. 
----. 2003. Hrlo’ trdoh: kné’ am beey cu’meh kné’. [The mouse that didn’t want to be a mouse]. Test Edition. 
s.l.: s.n. 
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----. 2003. Hrlo’ trdoh: rvaay kap thraak. [The tiger and the water buffalo]. Test Edition. s.l.: s.n. 
This is a Khmu story. 30 copies of this test edition were produced. It is available at the DTL. 
----. 2003. Pwm hrlo’ trdoh. [3 traditional stories]. Test Edition. s.l.: s.n. 
This book is Khmu stories. It is available at the DTL. 30 copies of this test edition were produced.  
----. 2009. Lwang Le’ Aan Ruut Luka. s.l.: s.n. 
This is the book of Ruth and Luke in the Khmu language. It is available at the DTL. 
Bonometti, Pétro Maria (trans.) n.d. Khmu’ Old Testament stories. Luang Prabang: Maison des Oblats. 
“This translation follows the texts that are suggested readings in the Massbook of 1969.”(This was a 
note found in the inside cover of the work). This work uses Roman script and is available at the DTL. 
Bonometti, Pétro Maria (trans.). 1973. Methode d’approache du genie kmhmuʔ (with an English translation 
of the poem). Sangkhom Khady San, Colloque des chercheurs en Sciences Humaines à Luang 
Prabang, ed. by Martin Barber and Amphay Doré. Luang Prabang: s.n. 
Damrong Tayanin. 1979. Phap aan Kammu, Lem thii 2. [Kammu reader vol. 2]. Lund: Lund University. 
Damrong Tayanin. 1984. Kàm bóoràan. [Ancient sayings]. Lund: Self published. 
Damrong Tayanin. 1986. Pɨɨm aan VI: Túa Kammu pasom Laaw káp phéŋ Kammu. [Reader VI: Kammu and 
Lao letters, and Kammu songs]. Lund: Lund University. 
Damrong Tayanin. 2002. ນິທານກຶມຫມຸ. [Niʔ daan Kɨm hmuʔ].  [Kammu tales]. Lund: Lund University. 
Gāo Lìshì. 1981. 克木人的固騰故. [Kèmùrén de túténg gùshì]. [Khmu totem tales]. In Shān chá 4, 91-92. 
This work may have also been published in Asian Folklore Studies, “Kammu Totem Tales”, vol. 
43.3-13 by Kristina Lindell. 
Lǐ Dàyŏng; Kristina Lindell; Jan Öjvind Swahn; and Damrong Tayanin. 1992. Motifs in a Kammu story 
from Yunnan. Thai-Yunnan Project Newsletter 16.15–20. https://chl-
old.anu.edu.au/publications/typnewsletter/16.pdf  
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Lindell, Kristina. 1985. “Elefanten och myrorna” [The elephant and the ants]; “Sädesärlan och himmelens 
ande” [The wagtail and the spirit of the sky]. Barn i Asien, ed. by Stina Lindell and Ebbe Lindell, 
74–76. Stockholm: Liber Läro-medel. 
Lindell, Kristina. 1987. Call for a motif-index of Southeast Asian folk literature. Nordic Institute of Folklore 
Newsletter 15.4:12–14. 
It appears that Damrong Tayanin and Jan Öjvind Swahn later compiled a motif-index that can be 
found here: http://person2.sol.lu.se/DamrongTayanin/motifindex.pdf  
Lindell, Kristina; and Jan-Öjvind Swahn. 1997. Collecting narrative folklore in Southeast Asia: a handbook 
for people who want to help preserving their national heritage. Lund: Lund University. 
Lindell, Kristina; Jan-Öjvind Swahn; and Damrong Tayanian. 1976. The flood: three northern Kammu 
versions of the story of the creation. Acta Orientalia 37.183–200. 
Note that in 1988 the work was republished and called: The flood myth, see p.265-280. It was 
published by University of California Press, and the editor was Alan Dundes. 
Lindell, Kristina; Jan-Öjvind Swahn; and Damrong Tayanian. 1977. A Kammu story-listener’s tales. 
Scandinavian Institute of Asian Studies Monograph Series 33. London: Curzon Press. 
This work is aviablible at the DTL. 
Lindell, Kristina; Jan-Öjvind Swahn; and Damrong Tayanian. 1980. Folk tales from Kammu II: a story-
teller’s tales. Scandinavian Institute of Asian Studies Monograph Series 40. London: Curzon Press 
This work is aviablible at the DTL. 
Lindell, Kristina; Jan-Öjvind Swahn; and Damrong Tayanian. 1984. Folk tales from Kammu III: pearls of 
Kammu literature. Scandinavian Institute of Asian Studies Monograph Series 51. London: Curzon 
Press. 
This work is aviablible at the DTL. 
Lindell, Kristina; Jan-Öjvind Swahn; and Damrong Tayanian. 1989. Folk tales from Kammu IV: a master-
teller’s tales. Scandinavian Institute of Asian Studies Monograph Series 56. London: Curzon Press. 
This work is aviablible at the DTL. 
Lindell, Kristina; Jan-Öjvind Swahn; and Damrong Tayanian. 1995a. Folk tales from Kammu V: a young 
story-teller’s tales. Nordic Institute of Asian Monograph 66. London: Curzon Press. 
Lindell, Kristina; Jan-Öjvind Swahn; and Damrong Tayanian. 1995b. Folk tales from Kammu VI: a teller’s 
last tales. Nordic Institute of Asian Studies Monograph 77. Richmond: Curzon Press. 
Lindell, Kristina; Jan-Öjvind Swahn; Lǐ Dàyŏng; and Damrong Tayanian. 1993. Working on the motifs in a 
folk tale: with a Kammu story from Yunnan as an example text. Lund: Lund University. 
Lindell, Kristina; and Damrong Tayanin. 1976b. Phap aan Kammu [Kammu reader]. Lund vol. 1. 
Lindell, Kristina; and Damrong Tayanin. 1979. Phap aan Kammu [Kammu reader]. Lund vol. 2. 
Lindell, Kristina; and Damrong Tayanin. 1976. Kammu language and folklore. (Ed.) Søren Egerod and Per 
Sørensen. Scandinavian Institute of Asian Studies Special Publication 5. Lampang Reports. 245–
253. 
Lundstrom, Håkan. 1983. Två kammusånger. [Two Kammu songs]. Orientaliska studie 43–44.49–57. 
Lundstrom, Håkan; and Damrong Tayanin. 2006. Kammu songs: the songs of Kam Raw. Copenhagen: NIAS 
Press. 
Malee Paopa. 1997a. กอนแนะสกีน่. Chiang Mai: Payap University. Applied Linguistics Training Program. 
This work is a primer written in Khmu, (Ay dialect), using the Thai script. This work is aviablible at 
the DTL. 
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Malee Paopa. 1997b. ระวายโบะองึอาง. [Tiger and frog]. Chaing Mai: Payap University. Applied Linguistics 
Training Program. 
This work is a primer written in Khmu, (Ay dialect), using the Thai script. It is available at the DTL. 
Miller, Michelle; and Pang Vilai (eds.) 2013a. Ph-ñaat eét, pwm sukhaphaap hlém 5. [AIDS, health book 5]. 
Chiang Mai: Payap University Linguistics Institute. 
In this series of booklets vol. 1-5, the material was translated and adapted from health books 
produced by the International Cooperation Cambodia (ICC). 
Miller, Michelle; and Pang Vilai (eds.) 2013b. Ph- ñaat ruh luuy, pwm sukhaphaap hlém 3. [Diarrhea, 
health book 3]. Chiang Mai: Payap University Linguistics Institute. 
Miller, Michelle; and Pang Vilai (eds.) 2013c. Srma’ Hlian Maam, Pwm Sukhaphaap hlém 1. [Dengue 
Fever, health book 1]. Chiang Mai: Payap University Linguistics Institute. 
Miller, Michelle; and Pang Vilai. 2013d. Sukhaphaap cmkwn, pwm sukhaphaap hlém 6. [Women’s health, 
health book 6]. Chiang Mai: Payap University Linguistics Institute. 
Miller, Michelle; and Pang Vilai (eds.) 2013e. Vaak, pwm sukhaphaap hlém 2. [Parasites, health book 2]. 
Chiang Mai: Payap University Linguistics Institute. 
Miller, Michelle; and Pang Vilai (eds.) 2013f. Vithi khua koon ngaak, pwm sukhaphaap hlém 4. [Nutrition 
for babies, health book 4]. Chiang Mai: Payap University Linguistics Institute. 
Miller, Michelle; Pang Vilai; and Sert Inthavong. Pnthran pnngo’ lwang téc loh tét rèèng, pwm sukhaphaap 
hlém 7. [The horrors of human trafficking book 7]. 2015. Chiang Mai: Payap University Linguistics 
Institute. 
Onesy Heuangpraseuth; and Elisabeth Preisig. 1990b. J’ apprends à lire et à écrire ma langue avec les lettres 
du pays de mon père. [I learn to read and write my language with the letters of my father’s country]. 
Study and know Kmhmu’ language series.  3 vols. s.l.: s.n. 
This work is written in Khmu with Lao script. These booklets were produced in trial editions. They 
are available at the DTL. 
Phan Kien Ging. 1988. Truyen co Kho’Mu. [Khmu folktales]. Hanoi: Nationalities Publishing House. 
Preisig, Elisabeth; and Mrs. Palun Gaang. 2004. Bôt hian hrlo’ Kmhmu’ Chiin [Chinese Kmhmu’ language 
lessons]. Trial book. s.l.: s.n. 
Only 2 trial copies were distributed.  
Preisig, Elisabeth; and Onesy Heuangpraseuth. 1987, 1990. Bôt hian hrlo’ Kmhmu’ [Kmhmu’ language 
lessons with English, French, Lao translations and pronunciation and writing guide]. s.l.: s.n. 
Preisig, Elisabeth; and Onesy Heuangpraseuth. 1990. Hian aan nangsw Kmhmu’. [Set of 2 reading books 
and a vocabulary and teaching guides]. Vwl Sook Rmaang Kmhmu’ [In search of the Khmu 
treasure]. 2 vols. France: s.n. 
“In search of the Khmu treasure” could be three volumes see: 
http://anthropology.si.edu/naa/fa/smalley.pdf  
Preisig, Elisabeth; and Mr. Khamchanh. 2000. Bôt hian hrlo’ Kmhmu’ Rook Mwang Hun. [Khmu Rook 
language lessons with Lao, and English]. Trial book. s.l.: s.n. 
Only 5 trial copies were distributed. 
Preisig, Elisabeth; and Mr. Khamphanh. 1999. Bôt hian hrlo’ Kmhmu’ Lw, Namo Kmhmu’ Lue, Namo. 
[Language lessons with Lao, English, and trial of Kmhmu’ in Thai script]. Trial book. s.l.: s.n. 
10 trial copies of this work were printed. 
Preisig, Elisabeth; and Mr. Bountheung Khounpraseuth. 2003a. Bôt hian hrlo’ Kmhmu’ Yuan, Nalè. 
[Kmhmu’ Yuan language lessons with Lao and English]. Trial book. s.l.: s.n. 
Only 5 trial copies of this work were distributed. 
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Preisig, Elisabeth; and Mr. Bounthoong Khounpraseuth. 2003b. Bôt hian hrlo’ Kmhmu’ Khwèèn, Vieng 
Phukha, Namtha. [Kmhmu’ Khvèèn language lessons with Lao, English]. Trial book. s.l.: s.n. 
Only 5 trial copies of this work were distributed. 
Preisig, Elisabeth; and  Mrs. Oon. 2001. Bôt hian hrlo’ Kmhmu’ Mwang Mai, Phongsali. [Kmhmu’ 
Phongsali language lessons with Lao, English and Vietnamese translation]. Trial book. s.l.: s.n. 
Only 6 trial copies of this work were distributed. 
Preisig, Elisabeth; Suksavang Simana; and others. 1994. Bôt hian hrlo’ Kmhmu’. [Khmu Xieng Kouang 
language lessons with English, French, Lao and Vietnamese translations and pronunciation and 
writing guide]. s.l.: SIL 
There was limited distribution of this work. 
Suksavang Simana. 1992a. Riit khoong Kmhmu’. Manuscript. s.l. 
This manuscript is cultural texts, written in Lao and Khmu.  Some of these texts were published in 
Vannasin magazine. 
Suksavang Simana. 1997. Nithaan Suan Hua [Humorous folktales]. Vannasin. vol. 8.51-53 
Suksavang Simana. 1998. Kmhmu literature. Unpublished Manuscript. s.l. 
These lectures were drafted for a course at Lao University, but the course never took place. 
Specifically see chapters 7, 10, 12, and 13 in the unfinished draft.  
Suksavang Simana; and Pietro Bonometti. 1992a. Pwwm hrlo’ teem. Unpublished Manuscript. s.l. 
This work is unpublished poetry from many regions that are written in Khmu. 
Suksavang Simana; and Pietro Bonometti. 1992b. Pwwm riit Kmhmu’. Unpublished Manuscript. s.l. 
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of Language and Culture for Rural Development. 
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Suwilai Premsrirat. 1988b. Khmu life style in 50 conversational lessons. Salaya, Nakhon Pathom: Mahidol 
University, Institute of Language and Culture for Rural Development. 
This article is written in Thai, and available at the DTL. 
Svantesson, Jan-Olof. 1991a. Nytt skriftspråk för ett skriftlöst folk: Kammu i Laos’. [A new written language 
for a scriptless people: Kammu in Laos]. ASLA-information 17.2:13–18. 
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